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ACROSS
Hard drive put back inside reconfigured 
desktop should be stamped (10)

1

Section of videotape digitally copied (4)6
Snap a new branch (5)10
A shared drink of water brewed in centre of 
Victoria (3,3,3)

11

Missing one cricket team? (6)12
Put down saw broken by end of nail (8)13
Greatest friend biting lip (6)14
Awful rogues tortured men before the end (8)16
Christ sacrificing much ultimately in, say, part 
of church (8)

17

Celebrity chef reduced by half important 
foodstuff (6)

19

X-rated clip not usually stocked in outlet (8)21
It's drawn in an 'O' formation? (6)22
Sail to hold fast in wind, right? (9)25
American news magazine backed first of 
several issues (5)

26

It may be needed to identify one temperature 
measurement (4)

27

Specialist not nice about the original (10)28

DOWN
Small seal covering a modified set draft of a 
printed page (5-2)

1

Talked in bar giving support to framework (5)2
Academic dealing with a concept is restricting 
an arithmetic group (14)

3

Value teller placed on Euro (4)4
Relative, one fed up with an internet seller (1-
6)

5

Outfit dashed in for a sweet treat (5,4)7
Desperate detective that is stationed behind 
access point (2-2-3)

8

Message received during regatta - one 
scrambled considerably (2,1,5,6)

9

Foolish one on about carbon's rise (9)15
Take off stabiliser (3)16
Upset dog, say, with cat around, comes 
forward (5,2)

17

Philosopher's writing material found in the 
capital of Russia (7)

18

American sweetheart filled with apprehension 
briefly waits (5,2)

20

Director is fatigued terribly losing excess 
weight (5)

23

Overfeed cold sheep (4)24


